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01789 731635
01926 842751

CHURCHES NOW AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PRAYER
Holy Trinity, Norton Lindsey will open on Sundays from 9.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.
St Mary the Virgin, Wolverton will open on Sundays from 9.30 a.m. to 4.30 p.m.
St. Mary's, Langley will not be opening.
Please observe the custom of sanitising with the gel provided
both going in and coming out.
CHURCH ZOOM SERVICES - Common Worship Morning Prayer Service at 11 am
st
nd
rd
on the 1 , 2 and 3 Sundays of the month with BCP Evensong at 6.30 pm on the
th
4 Sunday of the month.
To “attend” these services contact Celia Spiers 0771 0198009

THE ARDEN VALLEY BENEFICE
We are holding our first Church Service in the Benefice on 30 August at 11.00 am
at Saint James, Snitterfield.
We need to know if you wish to join us because of distancing. Please ring Marion
on 01926 842661.
FACE MASKS WILL BE WORN
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RECIPE – BLUEBERRY FROZEN YOGHURT
SERVES 4-6

INGREDIENTS
250 ml full-fat plain yoghurt (straight from the fridge)
500 g frozen blueberries
50-100 g white caster sugar (depending on the sweetness of the berries)
METHOD
1.

Make sure the yoghurt is really cold. Place all the ingredients into a food
processor and blitz for 30 seconds.

2.

Remove the lid and taste for sweetness. Adjust as necessary.

3.

Blitz for another 30 secs.

4.

Spoon into bowls and serve immediately.

To Freeze:
Store in a shallow plastic container, covered, for up to a month.
Remove from freezer 15 mins before eating.
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LANGLEY NEWS
Some residents were disappointed that the annual Langley Village Show
has had to be cancelled but the Amenities Association has come up with
an alternative for an individual display of flowers, fruit, veg., jams, eggs,
chutney, cakes, bread – anything that has been grown or made, to be
set up outside houses or in porches to make a display so that village
residents can walk and inspect at a safe distance.
A Harvest Scarecrow can be added to watch over the display [or by
itself] with a prize for ingenuity. Surplus veg./fruit will be available
and boxes of produce for the bidding. The Ann Woodward prize for best
flower blooms and the Marilyn Hooper prize for best in show will still be
awarded. Good weather on Sunday the 13th September to be hoped for.

Brian Keefe

SANDBAGS
Norton Lindsey Parish Council holds a small number of
unfilled sandbags for anyone in the parish that needs them.
Contact the Clerk on 01926 843534 if you would like some.
As a one-off, thanks to a generous donation of sand from
Adams of Henley in Arden, we have some filled bags for
flood prevention in the New Inn car park – free on a first
come, first served basis.

Jenny Bendall
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FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE

OCTOBER 2020

PARISH MAGAZINE IS:

TUESDAY 15 SEPTEMBER
Articles will NOT be accepted after this date, except with prior
arrangement with the Editor
NEW EDITOR: karin.elmhirst@icloud.com

FREE ESTIMATES
Private and Commercial work undertaken
All aspects of interior and exterior decoration covered
including coving and some bravura finishes
References if required

A R Wyatt Painter & Decorator
Quality Painting and decorating
Over 40 years’ experience
Mobile: 07961 902706
Home: 01926 420612

£11.00 per hour –
call anytime
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NORTON LINDSEY VILLAGE HALL 100 CLUB

AUGUST Winners

1st Prize No 52 Carol Morgan £75
2nd Prize No 43 Peter & Julie Howard £25

43

52

Carole Briggs

NORTON LINDSEY VILLAGE HALL UPDATE

The Hall has now been deep cleaned and is available to hire
albeit in a limited capacity.
Relevant stickers to help all users to maintain social distancing
and sanitizers are in place. In line with guidelines, the
Meeting Room is an isolation room, should anyone become ill whilst attending
the Hall.
As mentioned last time, it is available at the time of writing this, for low risk
activities, such as certain classes and small meetings where social distancing can
be observed. No parties, social gathering or events.
We have worked out that we can have 9 participants for activities like Pilates and
Yoga in order to maintain social distance. There can be 30 for cinema.
A new regulation has come in and face masks need now to be worn when
entering the Hall.
As either restrictions are eased or new regulations come in, we are constantly
being updated by WRCC ( Warwickshire Rural Community Council) who are
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providing Zoom Meetings and immediate responses to any questions. This means
we know what the GOV.UK rules are and how they can be applied to our
particular setting to keep you safe.
st

By the time you read this we will have had our Picnic In the Park on 31 August, if
it had not been cancelled due to rain.
We decided to run the scarecrow competition separately from the Picnic, see the
Article (on pages 14/15) for that and I hope as many as possible will join in with
entering. It is free!!

Anna Mace-Leska, Chair of Trustees and Playing Fields CIO

VILLAGE RAMBLE
Well after a long break we are looking to resume our monthly walks on
Saturday 5th September 2020. This walk will be different as we are looking
to start and finish at The Burton Dassett Hills. Instead of going to a pub
after the ramble we are having a picnic in the hills.
The walk is approx 6.5 miles in length with some lovely views.
If anyone is interested then please let me know and I will send further
details.
Further ramble dates will be issued in due course and is dependant upon
the current situation.
Regards
Graham Lewis
Mob - 07850/847662
Home - 01789/731810
Email - graham-lewis1@hotmail.co.uk
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ARTICLES FOR SALE
All items are for collection from Wolverton, Tel 07875 436370

Curved/Arc Floor standing lamp, chrome
with large grey pleated shade. Purchased
from Next - £30

Silver grey 'Love seat' or
oversized chair with
contrasting dark grey scatter
cushions and wooden feet
£100. Purchased from
Whartons.
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Digital Dehumidifier by Electriq can be wall
mounted £40. Purchased from Tesco
Direct.

Oak media cabinet glass door 93cm x 65cm x 41cm depth. Free.
Purchased from Whartons.
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A D MULLAN
PLUMBING, HEATING & SMALL
BUILDING WORKS CONTRACTOR
Ardencote, New Road, Norton Lindsey, Warwick, CV35 8JB
Local, reliable and trustworthy plumber & small works contractor with
over 30 years’ experience
All aspects of building works considered
Quotes supplied
No call out charges
Contact: Andrew Mullan
Home: 01926 842616
Mobile: 07778 558893

E-Mail: Andrew.mullan@yahoo.co.uk
Established 1985
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NATURE NOTES - THUNDER AND LIGHTENING
The Thunderstorm
The wind begun to rock the grass
With threatening tunes and low,He flung a menace at the earth,
A menace at the sky.
The wagons quickened on the streets,
The thunder hurried slow;
The lightening showed a yellow beak,
And then a vivid claw.
The birds put up the bars to nests;
The cattle fled to barns;
There came one giant drop of rain,
And then, as if the hands
That held the dams had parted hold,
The waters wrecked the sky..........

Emily Dickinson

This wonderfully evocative poem does rather encapsulate the run up to a
thunderstorm and as we have had so much stormy weather throughout the
second half of August, I thought I would write about thunder and lightening.
Thunder is caused by lightening. It’s the noise that follows the sight of a bolt. As a
bolt travels to the ground it opens a small channel only 2-3 cms wide through the
air. As the channel collapses it causes a sonic boom. The lightening is seen first as
light travels faster than sound through the air.
Thunderstorms develop when the atmosphere is unstable. As heat builds up and
rises from the landmass, it pushes the colder air of the atmosphere upwards. The
warm air cools and condenses forming droplets of water. The higher the
temperature differential, the more rapid the rise of droplets and cumulonimbus
clouds are formed. As the air continues to rise the droplets freeze to form hail. As
these descend, being heavy, they rub along positively charged ice crystals forming
a negative charge. This negative charge accumulates towards the base of the
cloud and is attracted to the positive charge of the earth. To get down, the charge
forms the channel, which although its only 2 cm wide can be 2-3 miles long.
There are three main types of lightening seen in the UK. Most common is intracloud lightening, seen as flashes in the sky and happens when there are positive
and negative charges within one cloud. Inter-cloud lightening is where two clouds
are exchanging charges.
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The most dangerous is the cloud to ground lightening strikes. Each bolt generates
heat 5 times hotter than the sun. The energy in a single strike, which only lasts for
a quarter of a second, can generate 100 million volts of electricity – enough to
cause a fire if a house or tree are struck and kill a person or animal. This amount
of power would also keep a 100 watt light bulb going for 100 days.
Worldwide there are 50-100 cloud to ground strikes every second. They are
obviously more common in the tropics and over large continental masses were
the land is much hotter as it is not cooled by sea breezes as happens with islands
like the UK.
It was the intense heat of the early part of August and warmth earlier in the year
that has caused these drifts of thunderstorms in the UK.
At least we understand from a meteorological point of view what is happening. It
is not surprising that in mythology, the gods of thunder Zeus and Thor amongst
many others, were viewed as the most powerful. Even Santa Claus named two
reindeer after thunder and lightning – Donner and Blitzen.
Let us hope for a mellow autumn as we run up to Christmas.

Anna Mace-Leska

Specialising in canine muscular therapy, behaviour and training
Treating dogs suffering from:
Arthritis; Lameness; Joint Pain; Post-Operative recuperation;
Muscular Issues; Behaviour and training problems
We also work with sporting and working dogs, offering muscle balance
assessments, massage treatments and pre and post activity and
training advice
Regular canine first aid and behaviour/muscle therapy workshops
Contact: 07538 818685 or caroline.tunbridge@caninetherapy.co.uk
www.pawsitive-results.co.uk
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HOUSE FOR RENT – MILL CLOSE, NORTON LINDSEY
2 bedroom, unfurnished, mid-terrace house
Totally refurbished with a new kitchen and bathroom
Newly decorated and carpeted, off road parking and a rear garden
£850 per calendar month
Please contact Sarah on 07740 703093 for further details
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VISITING QUALIFIED CHIROPODIST
Mrs L Hemmings MSSCh, MBChA, DipPodMed
Registered with the Health Professions Council
Tel: 01564 784466

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS
WITH THIS PARISH MAGAZINE

NiCEIC
Domestic Installer - H.J.Cleal

Do you know anyone who would
like to advertise with us
for as little as £6 for a quarter page
each month?

Electrical Services

All proceeds to Church Funds

Domestic, Industrial,
Agricultural,
Repairs and Installations

Email me:

karin.elmhirst@icloud.com

or ring or text me on
07923 094513

Tel 01926 315638
and 07816 232108

NEED HELP WITH THE GARDEN?
Hedges Trimmed
Grass Cut
Garden Tidy Up
NO JOB TOO BIG OR TOO SMALL
Call Nathan 07963 742869
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RULES &
GUIDELINES
1. All residents of Norton Lindsey are welcome to enter the scarecrow
competition and entry is FREE!
(Norton Lindsey is loosely defined as being: between Tamarin Farm
Stud on the Warwick Road to Wolverton Road / Saddlebow Lane
Crossroads; New Road, Main Street and Snitterfield Lane to ‘The
Clangers’; Curlieu Lane to Gannaway crossroads – and all side roads
within that boundary.
2. There will be two age categories: age 12 and under; and age 13 and
over. Entries may be from individuals or related groups of up to 6
family members.
3. To enter the competition and have your scarecrow judged, you MUST
complete an entry form (available on the Norton Lindsey Village Hall
website www.nlvillagehall.btck.co.uk and SUBMIT IT TO
info@nlvillagehall.org NO LATER THAN 5PM ON THURSDAY,
17TH SEPTEMBER. Regrettably, late entries will not be judged.
4. You will need one entry form for EACH scarecrow you wish to enter.
If you enter more than one, you must identify which scarecrow is
which (eg by name) on your entry form AND on the scarecrow itself.
5. Scarecrows should be HEROES based; this might be any of the
wonderful Heroes we’ve seen during the Pandemic – or a Hero such as
Superman! The choice is yours!
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6. Scarecrows must be a minimum height of one meter (plus any stands /
frames)
7. All scarecrows must be built from scratch by the entrants (no
commercial creations, pre-moulded face masks, tailors’ dummies or
mannequins please). Reduce, reuse and recycle – wherever possible.
8. Beyond this, there aren’t really any rules as to how you build your
scarecrow. All we ask is that you include some straw somewhere – it
wouldn’t be a scarecrow otherwise!
9. All scarecrows must be made and displayed in good taste.
10. All scarecrows must be displayed at the front of your property and
easily visible from the road. Judges will not enter onto your property,
so it’s important they can fully see your scarecrow/s.
11. Please ensure all scarecrows are safely and securely fastened and cause
no injury or danger to pedestrians nor curtail visibility for road traffic.
They should be secured so that they will not blow away or cause
annoyance to others. The Norton Lindsey Village Hall CIO Trustees
will not be held responsible for any damage to Third Party property
caused by the creation or insecurity of scarecrows. Owners are held
solely responsible for the safety and security of their scarecrow.
12. Your scarecrow MUST be on display throughout ALL the following
hours:
- 10am to 6pm on Sunday 20th September 2020.
13. Judging may take place anytime between 10am and 6pm on Sunday
20th September. If your scarecrow is not on display when the judges
come to look at it, it will not be judged!
14. You can of course display your scarecrows at any time before or after
Sunday 20th September as well, so that all the village can enjoy your
creation!
15. Winners will be announced on the Norton Lindsey Village Hall website
on Wednesday, 23rd September.
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FURNITURE RESTORATION
Antique and Modern Furniture Restored
by Craftsman Charles Barnett
in Stratford-upon-Avon

▪French & Wax Polishing
▪Furniture Stripped
▪Desks Re-Leathered
▪Locks opened & keys cut
▪Brass Polishing
▪Insurance work a speciality
▪Modern Spray Finishing
Established 1975

Home: 01789 266469
Mobile: 07792 423343
Email chasbar@onetel.com

Dog Walking and Pet Feeding Service
Norton Lindsey and surrounding villages
As well as offering a dog walking service, I can also visit your pets in your
own home to feed them, clean them out or even just keep them company for an
hour or so if you’re going on holiday, or having a long day or weekend away.
Please feel free to give me a call to discuss your needs.
Fully insured, references available
Jenny Bendall
7 Brick Kiln Close, Norton Lindsey, Warwick, CV35 8DL
Tel: 01926 843534 / 07814 239244
Email: walkdog-feedcat@outlook.com

s

ITEMS FOR SALE
Why not advertise in this magazine for a small
donation to VERY MUCH NEEDED church funds???
Sell your unwanted items in the Parish Magazine.
We reach approximately 350 houses in the area!

Email karin.elmhirst@icloud.com
or ring 07923 094513
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COUNTY COUNCILLOR REPORT FOR AUGUST 2020
A lot of people will have been using video conferencing to stay in touch
with family, friends and work colleagues during the Covid-19 epidemic
and I have become aware how important good Broadband is to a
successful meeting. I live in a rural area and we were very lucky to be
part of an Openreach programme to install “fibre to the premises” last
year. My connection over Covid has been rock solid.
Not everyone is so lucky and I noticed that the Government has
reported there is a fund to provide grants to allow small groups of
householders to get together to form a Community Fibre Partnership to
work with Openreach to deliver fibre, that is still open. If you are
unhappy with the quality of your Broadband why not talk to neighbours
and get a project underway.
The Warwickshire Registry Office in Shire Hall, Warwick, now requires
all attendees to wear face masks, although bride and groom are let off
during a marriage ceremony.
The Government has issued a consultation on town and country planning
reform. I have not yet read the full consultation yet, but I would urge
everyone to respond by October 29. My understanding is that the
Green Belt planning will be unchanged other than that the Green Belt
will be included in a “Protected” zone. There are two other zones
“Growth” and “Renewal”.
It has been shown that adult social care costs can be reduced
significantly for the individual and the County Council if people downsize
at the appropriate time. Downsizing also has the social benefit of
freeing up larger homes for families. I am lobbying the various decision
groups (County, District and Westminster) to classify downsizing as a
medical need and so allow downsizers to be eligible for local needs
affordable housing.
John Horner, Tel. 01926 842068
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CLAVERDON COMMUNITY LAND TRUST
CCLT held its AGM on 8 August by Zoom video conferencing.
The
Annual Accounts were approved and five new Directors appointed (Margo
Key, John Cronin, Toby Lapage-Norris, James Horner and Richard
Sapsted) all of whom either live in Claverdon area or have a family
connection to Claverdon parish.
The Parish Council approved the findings of the 2020 Housing Needs
Survey and sent them to Stratford District Council for adoption. The
survey offered residents, for the first time since the Parish
Council/CCLT survey of 2011, choice from the full spectrum of
recognised affordable housing options. The data was kept completely
confidential to the WRCC analyst, but the report allowed some analysis.
There were 29 families who returned valid responses.
There was a
need for one self-build house, one affordable to rent house and 16
affordable to buy homes, known as discounted market sales houses and
11 full market priced homes.
19 two bedroom bungalows, eight three
bedroom and two four bed houses were requested.
New full market
price homes are not permitted in the Green Belt.
However if an
affordable need can only be met through Government subsidizing the
purchase of land through grants it is now permitted to build a mixed
development of affordable and market priced houses if this avoids the
need for Government subsidy.
The Curlieu Lane site can only provide 12 homes and these due to
landscaping issues are likely to be 2 and 3 bed bungalows which are
most attractive to families downsizing. Unless landowners come forward
offering sites at an affordable price the remaining houses will have to
be subsidised by building new private housing. A rule of thumb is that,
if Curlieu Lane is granted planning permission, the remaining six
affordable homes will give rise to two mixed developments of twelve
houses each. CCLT hopes to develop one of the sites as extra care
housing. Any land owners with land to sell adjacent to the built areas
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of settlements in Claverdon and surrounding villages should contact
CCLT.
As regards Curlieu Lane planning application the only news is that the
original planning officer, who had taken a year to consider the
application, left the Council at the end of July and the replacement
officer is currently familiarizing herself with the material.

John Horner
Hon. Co. Sec
Claverdon Community Land Trust

LIBRARIES
New Click and Collect Service
We have now launched a new Click and Collect service for Leamington, Rugby,
Warwick and Nuneaton Libraries.
You can now select items for collection from any of these Libraries to be collected
at an appointed time from Monday 13th July.
Click and Collect will also be available from Atherstone and Stratford Libraries
from the 20th July.
Items can be selected from our Click and Collect page:
warwickshire.gov.uk/libraryclickandcollect
•

•
•

We will prepare your books and contact you by telephone, to arrange a
collection time. Collection and return of books is by pre-arranged
appointment only. Please do not visit a library without an appointment.
Bring a bag to take away your books (we cannot provide one).
How to collect and return items may vary between libraries.
Check individual Click & Collect library pages for details.

There is no charge for this service.
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Happy
Feet
Registered
Foot Care
Specialist
l Toe nail cut
l Corns

l Verrucas

l Ingrown toe nails
l Hard dry skin
l Fungal nails

Home appointments

07842 266575
www.happyfeetmidlands.com

BURTON FARM, STRATFORD ON AVON
& PRINCES DRIVE, LEAMINGTON SPA
RECYCLING CENTRES
Restricted re-opening
You can now book appointments to visit these recycling centres. The slots
are only for essential visits, with one visit per fortnight. Please carefully read
the information in the booking process.
Both sites currently has limited availability. If you are unable to book a time
slot, check again tomorrow.
Cars that turn up on the day without a booking will be turned away.
Check the website for the latest information
https://www.warwickshire.gov.uk/contactusrecyclingandwaste
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NORTON LINDSEY WI

Bob Rogers presenting
‘Beauty and The Beast’

WI online Zoom Meeting
on Wednesday, 9th September 2020 at 7.30pm

On a wonderful sunny afternoon in August, the Norton Lindsey Playing
Fields were adorned with festive balloon markers identifying socially
distanced pitches and we were thrilled to meet up with 20 members for
the first time since lockdown. We had lots to catch up on and barely had
time to eat our Perfect Picnics for the chatter. The sun gods smiled on us
and kept the thunderstorms away and we could almost forget any
restrictions apart from the sea
of hand sanitisers and notices
helping us to remember the
COVID19 guidelines.
It was delightful to all be
together and do something
‘normal’ again and we were
delighted to welcome Julia
Baker, our Warwickshire Federation WI Link Trustee, to join us for this
very sociable event.
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In September, we will welcome Bob
Rogers online to our Zoom meeting.
Bob will present ‘Beauty and the Beast’
to us and you are welcome to encourage
your partners, husbands and families to
watch with you whilst Bob provides a
refreshing look at Natures inspiring
beauty seen through the scenery and wildlife of the Cairngorm National
park, Lochs, mountains and forest habitat, giving a home to some of this
country’s rarest wildlife. From osprey to golden eagles, from pine martins
to dolphins. Journey to the top of the Cairngorm Mountain and see this
country’s only wild reindeer herd.
On 14 October, Julie is planning to join in the ‘Women Walk the World’ to
support the Associated Country Women of the World (ACWW) and raise
money through sponsorship to support
projects which teach skills to women
across the globe in poor rural
communities so that they can support
themselves and their families and lift
them out of poverty. She’s walking 9
times non-stop around the Blacon Track
and Norton Lindsey village which totals
just over 20 miles and will no doubt
This Photo by Unknown Author is
appreciate some company on the day if
you fancy joining her for part of the walk. Please visit her sponsorship
page and help if you can. All support will be very much appreciated. Her
fund-raising site is: www.acww.org.uk/juliehoward.html
If you would like further information about Norton Lindsey WI, please
contact me or take a look online: www.nlwi.org.uk
Sue Steel
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The Stilton Sniffers have discovered Social Media, having
been relatively quiet for years the last month has seen a
big push towards the 21st Century as part of the publicity
campaign for the Virtual Balloon Race.

Full details can be found at
http://www.stiltonsniffers.co.uk/balloon-race
or any friendly Sniffer will gladly take your £3 per
balloon.
The prizes are fantastic and the causes wonderful.
Balloons can be purchased until 1145am on 14th September,
we are well on our way to our target thanks to many of our
normal sponsors coming up trumps and some very generous
balloon purchases.
Other business has included thoughts on the Sniffers‘ Carols
and how to deal with the restrictions on singing in public!
More on this in October’s newsletter.

Tim Landreth
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Please support this event and our chosen charities, and good luck!
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MANOR FARM WOLVERTON DIARY
The beginning of August brought us our first six monthly TB test.
Fortunately, we did not have to test the calves under six months
because we could not socially distance with the vet as this size of
animal needs very close restraint. It was to our great relief when the
last cow was given the all-clear and so we are clear now until the end
of January 2021.
Unfortunately, on the first morning of the TB test, our last cow to
calve was discovered with her head buried in the hedge in the process
of trying to give birth. It turned out that she had suffered from
calcium deficiency (also known as milk fever) which can affect the brain,
causing an effect similar to a fit. We had to get the telehandler to lift
and pull her out of the hedge. Whilst we were doing this she carried on
pushing after the calf was born and proceeded to prolapse her womb.
We called the vet and immediately administered some calcium via the
vein in her neck and waited for the vet to arrive. The calcium works
quite quickly, but as she could not stand, she kept trying to get back
into the hedge.
When the vet arrived we had to pull the cow back into position for her
to correct the prolapse. Luckily, all went well and with the womb being
quite clean the vet succeeded in replacing everything in its rightful
place in a few minutes. She had to put in several stitches to stop it
happening again and gave the cow some antibiotics to cover any
infection, leaving us to continue treatment for four more days. She also
gave the cow another bottle of calcium. From that point on it was a
case of wait and see if she would ever recover OK. When Chris tried to
give her a bucket of water later in the day, she tried to bunt him while
still lying down – a good sign that she was showing gratitude!
Over the next two days we borrowed a lifting frame to get her onto
four legs for a few minutes to get her to use her feet. She slowly
improved but it was two days before she actually managed to stand by
herself, which was good to see. Life is never dull when you keep
livestock, but the outcome could have been far worse.

David, Dorothy and Chris Mann
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Exciting new Nature Makers’ Arts classes this Autumn!
I will be starting local weekly classes in September,
teaching nature based art with eco materials
for children from ages 6 months to 6 years.
I am a qualified art teacher with DBS & Insurance.
Please enquire via the website!
Email- ursula@nature-makers.co.uk
www.nature-makers.co.uk
Facebook- NatureMakersSolihullandKenilworth
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Order your fuel today
www.rix.co.uk

01675 419187
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CONTACTING THE UNITED BENEFICE ORGANISATIONS Open to all Parishioners
POLICE CONTACT

Norton Lindsey
Wolverton
Langley

01926 410111
01789 444600
01789 414111

Brownies and Guides
Campion Trust

Rachel Livingston
Rev R Livingston

wolvertonguiding@gmail.com
Wolverton

Parish Council

Kathryn Hollinrake

clerk@wolvertonpc.org.uk

Rainbow Guides

Janet Livingston

wolvertonguiding@gmail.com

Wolverton History Group
Church Hall Bookings

Dorothy Mann
David Stone

01789 731635
01789 731488

Church Room

Marion Austin

01926 842661

Claverdon & District Nursing Fund
Cricket Club

Anna Mace-Leska
Martin Neale

07816 283973

01926 842668

Editor of Parish Magazine

Karin Elmhirst

07923 094513

Gardening Club

Marion Austin

01926 842661

Junior Football Club
Neighbourhood Watch

Des Davies
Anne Cooke

01926 498285
01789 730051

Mothers and Toddlers

Marion Austin

01926 842661

Parish Council Clerk

Jennifer Bendall

01926 843534

Rubbish Friends
Sunday School

Judith Gilmore
Marion Austin

01926 842050
01926 842661

Stilton Sniffers

Tim Landreth

01926 842587

Village Hall 100 Club and Bookings
Village Hall Treasurer

Carole Briggs
Ashley Hollinshead

01926 843355
07980 811192

Women’s Institute

Sue Steel

-

Amenities Association

Brian Keefe

01926 843812

Claverdon & District Nursing Fund

Linda Hammond
Brian Keefe

01926 843415
01926 843812

Parish Council Clerk

Nigel Hewin

01926 842200

WOLVERTON

NORTON LINDSEY

LANGLEY
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